ReportCentral™
High Performance, Web-Based Multi-Tenancy Reporting for Large Organizations

KEY FEATURES:

**Speed:** Processes enormous datasets in a matter of seconds.

**Simplicity:** Easy installation and minimal administrative overhead. Provides an intuitive graphical interface allowing reports to easily be generated.

**Full Integration:** Integrates with Microsoft’s Active Directory™ and all other popular directory services.

**Drag and Drop Multi-Tenancy Management:** Offers advanced controls for management of multi-tenant datasets. Simple drag and drop interface to create rules that keep datasets appropriately segregated.

**Scalability:** High speed reporting, even across millions of users and terabytes of data from multiple physical locations.

**Web-based Administration:** Compatible with all major web browsers.

**Multi-Tenancy, Multi-User Reporting. Fast.**
ContentKeeper ReportCentral provides a centralized, multi-user, multi-tenanted enterprise level reporting system. It is capable of providing point and click, template, ad-hoc and scheduled reports even over large multi-terabyte datasets.

Both drill-down investigative and organization-wide summary reports are easily generated and accessed quickly. Reports can be run in real time or be scheduled for delivery later via email. Supported report formats include PDF, HTML and ASCII delimited text files. Mobile device web access control, identification and accountability

**Advantages:**
- Highly scalable to handle large multi-gig network sites
- Dedicated reporting system for ContentKeeper Secure Internet Gateway (CK-SIG) and ContentKeeper Web Filter Pro (CK-WFP)
- Available on-box or as a dedicated Appliance (for medium to large sites)
- Supports multi-tenancy deployments
-Compatible with geographically separated business units
- Integrates with Microsoft’s Active Directory and all other major Directory services
- Easy-to-use, scheduled, template and ad-hoc reporting
- Summary reports covering millions of users can be generated as easily as a detailed report on a single user
- High performance with ContentKeeper’s next generation code
- Behavioral Profiling provides real-time, profile based monitoring of user behavior with alerts via email and SMS. Easy to customize profiles
- Phone, email and Skype support included with a standard license

Take advantage of ContentKeeper’s different report types to gain visibility into your organization as a whole, or to view the activity of a single user at any point in time.
Monitor, Manage, Control, Secure and Report on All Web Activity

Get an integrated web filtering, security and reporting solution with ContentKeeper Secure Internet Gateway.

- Monitor all web usage and security threats
- Manage internet browsing activity
- Control browsing and minimize risk
- Secure your network and get real-time alerts for suspicious activity, malware & virus detections
- Report on all web use within your organization to ensure policy compliance and optimize resource utilization

FREE 30 DAY EVALUATION
Register at ContentKeeper.com